
 

                               

 

 
 
 
 

TASTE OF  
ASK THE SOMMELIER —  CARLTON MC COY 
 

To Bio or not to Bio  
Woman: To bio or not to bio, as in biodynamic wines? Thoughts? 

Carlton Mc Coy: Well, you know, I’m pretty open about this sort of thing. Some of 

the greatest and worst wine experiences I’ve ever had have been with biodynamic 

wines. I don’t think that biodynamic vinification or viticulture insinuates any level of 

quality whatsoever. I think it’s very responsible, especially on the viticulture side, 

because realistically at some point you’ve got to have some kind of debit to the 

credit, right? You know we take so much from the soil, the farmers do, and for 

decades people were treating soils all around the world – no one region is more 

guilty than the other, Burgundy’s included, Bordeaux’s included – spraying the soils 

with things that essentially just killed the soil.  

And yeah, the soil will always produce something, right? To a certain extent, then 

you get like dead soil and you get dust balls, right? But at some point you’ve got to 

continue to feed nutrients into the soil. So biodynamic viticulture is about creating a 

healthy environment for the vine, healthy soil that regenerates and is always 

plentiful and productive. I think that’s very very important. Now the other side of it is 

the vinification, which I think is where a lot of things go downhill and a lot is lost 

there. You know, there’s natural to the point where the wine just isn’t stable, doesn’t 

taste very well, doesn’t ship well. And that’s probably my biggest thing with some – 

again, some – biodynamic vinification is, there’s this fight against sulfites which is, 

it’s necessary in most, especially white wine production, to preserve the freshness 

of the wine so these wines can oxidize way too early on and lose their high tones 

and lose their edge.  

But again, I’ve had some of the great domains in the world. Domain de la Loire, 

right? DRC, Domaine Leflaive, phenomenal biodynamic wineries and they’re 

producing some of the greatest wines in the world. But there’s also a lot of other 

ones, that I won’t name, but that are sort of mimicking this movement but they’re not 

really succeeding. So… 


